We hear that some of you girls are drinking three and four drinks a night.—That's too many! You don't need to drink that many drinks. It makes you tired and sleepy to drink that much. Maybe you need that much to prop up your courage. Well, ask the Lord for a little more courage and a little more spirit so you don't have to drink so much wine and spirits. If you have to drink yourself stupid in order to FF, maybe you better get out of it! But of course you have to buy one or two sometimes—or your fish!

When it comes to the price of souls they are priceless, so it wouldn't matter how much we paid, it would be worth it, wouldn't it?...Amen? And I'll tell you, this is far more economical than running a church! Considering the cost, we're getting more souls for our time and money than any other way you could do it!
Now you should never dance with anyone without a witness to them, somehow always slip in the witness: With the taxi drivers, people I meet on the street, everybody, I always at least say "Thank God!" or something to give God the glory! "God bless you!"

Would you like to know what kind of souls we're winning?

Somehow always slip in the witness: With the taxi drivers, people I meet on the street, everybody, I always at least say "Thank God!" or something to give God the glory! "God bless you!"

Through FFing we have been reaching a very difficult class of people to reach. Professional men have been saved. We're willing to go any length and pay any price even if it costs us everything to win them! Thank You Lord!

ARE YOU?

This has been a monumental experiment here to see if flitty-fishing pays. Is it worth it? Well, what do you think? All we have to do is look at these fellows, their bright shining faces, all saved and thrilled and talking to others about the Lord, and we know it pays!
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Here we are all selah Homes and we cannot openly witness.

Every Christian's got to confess Christ. What better way would you suggest that we do it? It hurts me, just like it hurt God to give Jesus! But that's not our major thing, physical lovemaking. But sometimes it's a very important part, and sometimes some of these guys couldn't have been pulled through any other way.

I want to warn some of you about certain things. When the boys ask you what you are:

I'm a Catholic!

Now, that's not going to do you any good to have the boy later find out that he thinks you lied, because you now longer go to church.

and you don't believe in the church the way they do. I got so tired of being asked this question, so when a taxi driver asked me again one night, I finally fired back!

If you mean all the Christians in the World, the Universal Church yes, I'm a Catholic. They'll probably say, "No, I mean the Roman Catholic Church!" Well, then you're going to have to tell the truth! You're just a Christian!
We have had a marvellous protection from the Lord when it comes to getting any kind of infections or venereal diseases. But here are some ways to make sure you Biblically, according to the Bible and the Mosaic Law, can help to prevent that sort of thing.

It's pretty easy for you boys to wash with soap and water immediately afterward, and that eliminates most of your possibilities of getting any kind of infection. But you girls say, "Well, it's not possible for us to wash internally." Yes it is! If you have a pool or a bathtub, immerse your body in water at least to the waist and slosh up and down. As you have found out after swimming, water will run out of you for quite a while after you get out of the pool. The water goes inside and then it runs out, and you have been washed internally. The germs are always ready to attack when your organs are the weakest, or when they are sore or scratched or something like that. They're just looking for a door, a crack or a scratch or something to get into. Cleanliness is not next to Godliness—it is Godliness!

Normally we have found that one to two hours is plenty for all the lovemaking that in moderation they should have, and enough time to talk and witness afterward. Two hours is usually about the ideal, but sometimes it takes much more with difficult or hungry cases.
If you've got bad breath, one of the safest guarantees is a strong alcoholic beverage. The best one for a mouthwash is sherry or Fournet Branca, because it not only has strong alcohol but it also has what they call a bouquet or fragrant flowery flavour.

You should always have a wrap with you—always! Never go anywhere without a shawl or a sweater or a wrap; just in case it's cold or gets cold or you get cold! Never go anywhere without a wrap! I know it's a nuisance sometimes, but it may save your life or at least your health!

One more very important point: once you have won them to the Lord, be sure you give them something to do. Our strongest witnesses, our strongest converts are those who are strong in the Word! Our strongest witnesses amongst you girls, are also those that are strong in the Word. You need to start them with the mild letters first.

Where you can't listen, tapes are a real answer to prayer! So these tapes are the answer! They're a God-send for men who can hardly read. That's the best way to get them to read a book and the surest way to get them to listen to a tape—just loan it to them. When you loan one, make sure you get it back before you give them another tape. That's the surest way to get them to listen to the tape!—They feel obligated to then.

When you're finished with this one, we'll loan you another one.
If you've been all evening with a man the night before and perhaps even been to bed with him, when he comes the next night, you of course must go over to him. You must show him your and God's love was not just for one night, but is true love and really lasts!

If you're with a guy who is just a friend of the family and not a special friend of yours and who has just plopped himself down beside you...

If a man you like and want to dance more with tells you he'll be back to ask you for another dance and you agree to his coming back, you must wait at least a reasonable time. If you're really working on him, you better stick to him!

If you don't want to dance with someone but you have another sister sitting there with you who can and would like to dance with him, you can always refer him to her by turning to her.

Some of you shy ones need to give guys more affection when dancing — talk when you sit down, and not so much while dancing. They can get hooked just by the close physical contact while dancing, because of the power of the Spirit in just your touch! Then talk more later! Sock it to 'em with love first, your body and the affection they need, the bait — later the hook!
Contact lenses; I frankly don't really like contact lenses! I don't think they're good for your eyes. There are all kinds of possibilities of getting infections and irritations. I would rather that you get regular glasses. I think the medium-sized oval-shape kind of fit's girls' eyes better and are more delicate and feminine, especially with gold or wire frames. But take your choice.

They should fall in love with you first, and then with the Lord. That is true in almost all witnessing. They have to really like you first and then they can believe what you say. You must win his heart first before you can win his soul!

FF'ing is one time when clothing really counts and it's important how you're displayed. "Let your light so shine before men that they may see your good works and glorify your Father which is in Heaven." (Matt. 5:16) Observing His beautiful creations is knowing there is God. Every time a man looks and admires a beautiful woman, he really is glorifying God whether he knows it or not. —Display those "good works"!
We saw a girl come in once with almost a totally see-through long evening gown. She wasn't worried. She knew I was looking at her admiring her and she didn't start trying to cover up. She did it to attract attention, she did it to let people see how pretty she was, so she enjoyed having people look at her. I noticed when I was looking at her she straightened up. She was enjoying being admired.

I was asking the Lord: "Is it right to catch men this way?" and I immediately got the Scripture and with such power with that particular idea, with that word "catch"! "From henceforth ye shall catch men." Let me tell you— if we lure them into bed with the love of God, they are caught! Whether they like it or not or know it or not, they are caught and they'll always remember the kind of girl it was!

Every caught fish must be taken home for fellowship, cleansed of his bad habits and former ways by the water of the Word, fired with the Spirit to burn out impurities and be tenderised with the heat of His Love!— Well cooked!— Are you a good cook?